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Propagating uncertainties in statistical model based shape prediction Ekaterina Syrkina, Rémi Blanc*, Gábor Székely Computer Vision Laboratory, ETH Zurich, Sternwartstrasse 7, CH - 8092 Zurich, Switzerland ABSTRACT This paper addresses the question of accuracy assessment and confidence regions estimation in statistical model based shape prediction. Shape prediction consists in estimating the shape of an organ based on a partial observation, due e.g. to a limited field of view or poorly contrasted images, and generally requires a statistical model. However, such predictions can be impaired by several sources of uncertainty, in particular the presence of noise in the observation, limited correlations between the predictors and the shape to predict, as well as limitations of the statistical shape model – in particular the number of training samples. We propose a framework which takes these into account and derives confidence regions around the predicted shape. Our method relies on the construction of two separate statistical shape models, for the predictors and for the unseen parts, and exploits the correlations between them assuming a joint Gaussian distribution. Limitations of the models are taken into account by jointly optimizing the prediction and minimizing the shape reconstruction error through cross-validation. An application to the prediction of the shape of the proximal part of the human tibia given the shape of the distal femur is proposed, as well as the evaluation of the reliability of the estimated confidence regions, using a database of 184 samples. Potential applications are reconstructive surgery, e.g. to assess whether an implant fits in a range of acceptable shapes, or functional neurosurgery when the target’s position is not directly visible and needs to be inferred from nearby visible structures. Keywords: Statistical shape models, shape prediction, confidence regions



1. INTRODUCTION During the past decade statistical shape models1 (SSM) have increasingly been used to predict specific anatomical objects based on partial observations. Shape prediction can be particularly relevant for estimating the location of target structures that are not visible with intra-operative imaging devices such as individual thalamic nuclei2, for reconstructing 3D from 2D3, for detecting shape abnormality4, or for estimating plausible shapes of damaged bones for reconstructive surgery or implant design, and several methods have been proposed so far5, 6, 7, 8. However, in a clinical context, prediction alone is hardly sufficient, and a solid assessment of the prediction accuracy is necessary before decisions can be taken. While a number of papers have considered the remaining variability within a shape model after conditioning it4,9,10, only Blanc et al11 explicitly considers a quantitative, localized assessment of the prediction uncertainty by deriving confidence regions, using a non-parametric estimation of the prediction errors, and validating their accuracy. However, no systematic study of the various factors influencing the prediction quality and of their impact has been made so far. A primary source of uncertainty is the level of correlation between the predictor and the shape to predict. The observation noise is another influencing factor. The last source of uncertainty concerns the statistical model itself, both regarding the accuracy with which the correlations between the two shapes are learnt, but also its intrinsic ability to represent precisely the involved shapes. This last point is highly related to the number of training samples, but also to the algorithmic tools employed for building the statistical model, mainly correspondence establishment and dimensionality reduction. The aim of this paper is focused on developing a framework allowing the derivation of reliable confidence regions around predicted shape while, separately taking into account and quantifying the influence of the sources of uncertainty mentioned above. Another new feature of the proposed approach is the ability to model exactly the observational uncertainty about the predictors. Those two aspects are the main contributions of this work, compared to the existing *[email protected]; phone +41 44 63 22529 ; fax +41 44 632 11 99; http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch



method11. Section 2 briefly describes the prediction framework. In section 3, we explain the estimation, and the evaluation of the confidence region estimation. An application is proposed in section 4, and a discussion in section 5.



2. PROPAGATION OF UNCERTAINTIES IN SHAPE PREDICTION The training set consists of n pairs of shapes, represented as two matrices X = [ x1 ... x n ] , for the predictors, and Y = [ y1 ... y n ] for the variables that need to be predicted. From this training set, two statistical shape models are defined through their respective mean shapes μ x and μ y , eigenvectors U x and U y and eigenvalues Λ xx and Λ yy , which can be obtained through a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The number of modes of deformation kept are noted rx and ry respectively. Any given shape x can then be represented in the model space, through its parameters b x : b x = U xT ( x − μ x ) ; x = μ x + U x b x + ε x



(1)



where ε x represent a residual modeling error. Similar equations hold for y . Prediction of y from x is then expressed in the parameter space through the prediction of b y from b x . Assuming a joint MultiVariate Normal (MVN) distribution for x and y , their corresponding parameters also follow a MVN distribution. The conditional distribution of b y , given the parameters b x 0 of the available predictor x0 , is characterized by:



E ⎡⎣b y b x = b x 0 ⎤⎦ = Λ xyT Λ xx −1b x 0



(2)



Var ⎡⎣b y b x = b x 0 ⎤⎦ = Λ yy − Λ xyT Λ xx −1 Λ xy 2.1 Estimating optimal correlations



As was demonstrated by Mei et al12, the estimation of the modes of deformation related to low eigenvalues is highly unstable. This issue becomes even more important in the context of prediction. Indeed, not only the learned distribution of the parameters b x and b y corresponding to low eigenvalues will be unreliable, but also the corresponding crosscorrelations will be severely perturbed. To tackle this issue, we propose to retain the number of modes rx and ry so that the average prediction error y - E [ y x = x 0 ] , estimated by cross-validation, is minimal. Doing so, a reasonable compromise between the stability of the estimates and the power of the model can be achieved.



2.2 Observation uncertainty We model the presence of observational uncertainty as an independent additive noise with zero mean. Since the observation is projected onto its corresponding shape space, part of the noise that is orthogonal to this space is filtered out. It is thus sufficient to model only its covariance in the shape space of x . Though difficult to estimate in practice, we will assume here that the noise covariance Σv in the eigenspace is known. In such a case, equation (2) becomes:



E ⎡⎣b y b x = b x 0 + v ⎤⎦ = Λ xy T ( Λ xx + Σ v ) b x 0 −1



Var ⎣⎡b y b x = b x 0 + v ⎦⎤ = Λ yy − Λ xyT ( Λ xx + Σ v ) Λ xy −1



(3)



2.3 Shape modeling error Finally, even if we could predict the exact parameters b y , a residual modeling uncertainty ε y remains. We propose to estimate this error through cross-validation. Since it is, by definition, orthogonal to the shape space spanned by the U y , the overall prediction uncertainty can be written as the sum of the prediction and of the modeling errors: E [ y x = x 0 ] = μ y + U y E ⎣⎡b y b x = b x 0 + v ⎦⎤ Var [ y x = x0 ] = U yVar ⎡⎣b y b x = b x 0 + v ⎤⎦ U yT + Var ⎡⎣ε y ⎤⎦



(4)



Unfortunately, due to the large dimensionality of the shapes, the full covariance matrix Var [ y x = x0 ] is too large to be manipulated. Nevertheless, we propose to work on the marginal covariances around each individual landmark, and derive confidence regions based on these.



3. CONFIDENCE REGIONS AND THEIR EVALUATION Denoting zˆ the MVN predictive distribution, with mean μ z and covariance Σ zz , we wish to define the region Cα ( μ z ) , with significance level α , around the most likely estimate such that the true value z lies within Cα ( μ z ) with probability β = P [ z ∈ Cα ( μ z )] = 1 − α . If the predicted distribution is correctly estimated, i.e. if the various modeling assumptions hold, then such a region is an (hyper-)ellipsoid, centered around μ z , with its axes defined by the eigendecomposition of Σ zz , and characterized by a Mahalanobis ‘radius’ Dα such that Dα 2 = F −1 (1 − α ) , F being the cumulative chi-square distribution, with a number of degrees of freedom equal to the dimensionality of z .



As in Blanc et al. 11, we evaluate the confidence regions by means of a probability versus probability plot, or P-P plot14, i.e. by comparing the nominal β with the sample probability βˆ that the true value z lies within the estimated region. If βˆ > β , the confidence regions are larger than necessary, while βˆ < β makes us over-confident about the prediction, and can lead to clinically dangerous situations where the true target is outside the estimated regions. This evaluation requires an independent set of test shapes. The number of test shapes is noted ntest . In practice, since the dimensionality of y is too large to formulate confidence regions in this space, we proceed with three simpler evaluations. First, we investigate the reliability of the parameter estimation, using parameter-wise confidence regions. Then, we exploit the sets of 3D confidence ellipsoids computed for each landmark of each test shape to derive landmark-wise and shape-wise statistics, which respectively indicates how often a given landmark is correctly estimated, and how many landmarks of a given shape are actually inside the estimated confidence regions. 3.1 Parameter-wise confidence



Considering the stochastic event Bα( j ) that, for the j th test shape, the true parameters lie inside the estimated confidence region, we evaluate the quality of the parameter-wise confidence regions by comparing the nominal value β = 1 − α and the effective frequency:



βˆ * =



1 ntest



ntest



∑ 1 ( Bα( ) ) j



j =1



, E ⎡⎣ βˆ * ⎤⎦ = β



β (1 − β )



, Var ⎡⎣ βˆ * ⎤⎦ =



(5)



ntest



where 1 ( B ) is the indicator function, equal to 1 when the event B is true and 0 otherwise. If the modeling assumptions hold, i.e. regarding the estimated MVN distribution, the presence of observation noise and if the reconstruction uncertainty is correctly estimated, then the statistic βˆ * is unbiased and its variance tends to zero with the number of test samples. This metric being in the shape space, it is insensitive to the accuracy of the model representation. However, it reflects how accurate is the estimation of the dependences between the predictors and the dependent variables. 3.2 Landmark-wise confidence The purpose of the point-wise confidence regions evaluation is to detect whether the quality of the confidence regions is location-dependent in the predicted shape. It is evaluated, for any given landmark i , as the sample mean of the indicator function of the event Aα( j,i) , which equals 1 when the ith landmark of the j th test shape is effectively within the estimated region:



βˆi =



1 ntest



ntest



∑ 1 ( Aα( ) ) j =1



j ,i



, E ⎡⎣ βˆi ⎤⎦ = β



, Var ⎡⎣ βˆi ⎤⎦ =



β (1 − β )



(6)



ntest



Again, we give the mathematical expectation and variance of the statistic provided the various hypotheses hold. 3.3 Shape-wise confidence Finally, for practical purposes, it is interesting to investigate for any given shape, the proportion of landmarks that are correctly estimated, i.e. which effectively lie within the estimated confidence region. This is reflected by the shape-wise statistic:



πˆα( j ) =



1 ny



ny



∑ 1 ( Aα( ) ) i =1



j ,i



, E ⎡⎣πˆα( j ) ⎤⎦ = β



, Var ⎡⎣πˆα( j ) ⎤⎦ =



β (1 − β ) ny



+



2 ny 2



∑ Cov (1 ( Aα( ) ) , 1 ( Aα( ) ) ) i 
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